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What Is a Dichotomous Key?


The word dichotomous comes from Greek and English roots:

dicho is Greek for _____________________, and tom means________________________
The –ous ending is from the English, meaning “full of.”


A dichotomous key is __________________________________ that scientists use to ________________

_____________________________________________.


A dichotomous key focuses on ____________________________________________________________



Usually, the dichotomous key will list the _____________________________________________________



When using a dichotomous key, you will only look at one characteristic at a time and divide your specimens
into two groups until each living thing has been placed into a category all of its own.

Here is an example of a very simple dichotomous key for pets.
1. Focus on one animal at a time (see the pictures below).
2. At each line, you look at the animal and determine whether it possesses the characteristic listed.
Then, follow the directions in the right side boxes as to where to go next.
You will always have two choices, a or b.
When there are no further directions, and a type of animal is listed in the right box, then you have completed
the key for that animal.
3. Go on to the next pictured animal, and follow the key until all animals have been deciphered.

1. a.
b.
2. a.
b.
3. a.
b.
4. a.
b.

Animal has fur
Animal does not have fur
Animal is carnivorous (eats meat)
Animal is herbivorous (eats plants)
Animal has pointed ears that stand up
Animal has soft, floppy ears that hang to the sides
Animal has feathers
Animal does not have feathers

Go to #2
Go to #4
Go to #3
Guinea pig
Cat
Dog
Bird
Fish

Visual Dichotomous Key
A good first step to creating your own dichotomous key is to think of similar characteristics that most of the
things in your selected group have in common. If you are looking at animals, you might focus on the type of
animal (for example, mammals, reptiles, fish, etc.) first.
Once you select a way to broadly categorize the first line, start getting more detailed with each successive trait
in the following lines. If you started with types of animals and have narrowed one type to reptiles, then you
may next want to focus on body shape, size, color, or another physical characteristic. Each new line becomes
more descriptive until all the animals are in their own, separate categories.
It might help to plan out your dichotomous key first by creating a concept map to show how each level will be
more specific than the one before it. Below is an example concept web used to construct the pet dichotomous
key above.

Pets

Pointed ears
that stand up

Floppy ears that
hang to sides

Guinea pig

Bird

Fish

Salamanders Dichotomous Key WS
Directions Use the dichotomous key provided to identify the 11 salamanders. Begin by reading statements 1a
and 1b. One of the statements describes the salamander; the other statement does not. Follow the directions for
the statement that applies to that salamander and continue following the correct statements until you have
identified it. Record the numbers you followed on the key, and then the scientific and common names of the
salamander in the table below.
Data Table
Salamander Numbers Followed on
#
Dichotomous Key
1

Scientific Name
(the one in italics)

Common Name

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Questions:
1. How many choices does a dichotomous key provide at each step?

2. As you used the classification key to identify the salamanders, did the characteristics you used start out
general and become more specific, or did you start with specific characteristics that became more general?

3. What two taxa (kingdom, phylum, etc…) names make up the scientific name of each salamander?

